India headed for jab milestone

India has administered over 450 million doses of Covid-19 vaccines so far, with efforts on to increase the vaccine administration. The Government data, India has covered 3.2 crore doses of Covid-19 vaccine by the end of this year. The country has administered 450 million doses of vaccine, with the latest data confirming that the cumulative tests conducted so far have reached 3.2 crore doses.

Moreover, news agencies are reporting that the Indian government has approved the emergency use of Bharat Biotech’s Covaxin and 60 lakh of the vaccine were administered in two days. The government has also announced that it will be launching a national incentive scheme to increase vaccine administration. The scheme aims to provide incentives to states and Union territories for every 100 doses administered, with the incentives to be disbursed on a monthly basis.

Doctors fear Covid surge in Bengal over protocol violation

The administration’s cumulative tests conducted so far have reached 3.2 crore doses. In the coming days, the government is focusing on increasing the vaccination drive, with the goal of administering 450 million doses by the end of 2021.

Lakshmi Rane's 'condemnable' but lopsided attention dangerous: FM

The Minister of External Affairs, Ms. Sushma Swaraj, has issued a strong statement on the recent incidents in Arunachal Pradesh. She has condemned the actions of the Chinese side and has emphasized the importance of maintaining peace and tranquility in the border areas. Ms. Swaraj has also urged the Chinese side to respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of India.

NIA arrests 9 in J&K for terror conspiracy

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) has arrested nine people in Jammu and Kashmir for their involvement in a terror conspiracy. The NIA conducted searches in the homes of the accused during the searches conducted in this case.

Of those, 5 held during searches in Srinagar

The agency had conducted searches in Srinagar in connection with the terror conspiracy case. The searches were conducted in residential areas of the city, and the NIA had recovered a significant amount of evidence during the searches.

PM unveils Rs 100L cr master plan to give Gati to economy

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday unveiled a Rs 100,000-crore master plan to give a fillip to the Indian economy. The plan is expected to boost the growth of the Indian economy and create employment opportunities. The plan aims to enhance the connectivity of the country, with a focus on the infrastructure sector.
Kejriwal’s 10 promises to Punjab traders; 24-hr power supply

Eradicating corrupt ‘inspectors’, red-tape, unnecessary laws

**KEJRIWAL’S 10 PROMISES**

- 24-hour power supply
- Eradicating red tape and ‘inspectors’ raj
- Old laws to be rectified, unnecessary laws to be removed
- VAT to be annulled between 3-6 months
- Instrument system to be established for traders
- More emphasis on small traders and MSMEs, to generate unemployment
- Striking of industries, including roads, water and sewage

A chief minister of a pro-poor party with an eye on elections?

Kejriwal interacted with businessmen for the purpose of suggesting solutions.

After ludging the problems and solutions of the traders and businessmen, Kejriwal announced that 24-hour power supply will be provided as an immediate solution to the traders in Delhi. Thousands of traders welcomed this announcement.

Kejriwal promised to address the problems faced by the traders and MSMEs.

Kejriwal assured the traders that the AAP government will rectify all the rules and regulations that are causing hassles to the traders.

Kejriwal's promise of 24-hour power supply received a positive response from the traders and MSMEs.

Kejriwal's promise of 24-hour power supply was considered as a major win for the traders and MSMEs in Delhi.

Kejriwal's promise of 24-hour power supply was considered as a major win for the traders and MSMEs in Delhi.

Kejriwal's promise of 24-hour power supply was considered as a major win for the traders and MSMEs in Delhi.
CM prays for peace, prosperity in state

RAIPUR | THURSDAY | OCTOBER 14, 2021

Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Wednesday offered prayers at Mata Kurmi Kshatriya Samaj in community hall of the Manwa village on the occasion of Navratri, an official communication said.

During his visit to Ratu and Agarsara, Bhupesh Baghel and the people of Chhattisgarh were greeted on the day of Navratri festival.

CM dedicates new building at Patan

RAIPUR | THURSDAY | OCTOBER 14, 2021

Mohant Markam will attend the 10th foundation day of the Congress state executive that will be held here on Sunday.

Congress to formulate strategy for 2023

RAIPUR | THURSDAY | OCTOBER 14, 2021

The Congress state executive will meet on Thursday to formulate a strategy for the Congress Assembly elections of 2023.

The Congress and the Congress party are indulging in cheap politics by opposing each and every decision of the Congress government, the party said.

Stop opposing Centre blindly: BJP

RAIPUR | THURSDAY | OCTOBER 14, 2021

BJP state President Vishnudeo Sai has become an integral part of the BJP government.

Monsoon ends in Chhattisgarh

RAIPUR | THURSDAY | OCTOBER 14, 2021

Chhattisgarh had received monsoon on Wednesday at the Raipur centre of the India Meteorological Department, the minister said without giving an exact amount.

Only 50 can gather for effigy burning at Dussehra

RAIPUR | THURSDAY | OCTOBER 14, 2021

CM prays for peace, prosperity in state

RAIPUR | THURSDAY | OCTOBER 14, 2021

Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Wednesday offered prayers at Mata Kurmi Kshatriya Samaj in community hall of the Manwa village on the occasion of Navratri, an official communication said.

Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel will chair a meeting of the Inspector General of Police and Superintendent of Police on October 21 and provide the necessary infrastructural facilities to the security force to maintain law and order in the state.

The meeting will discuss the preparations for effigy burning the event and the entire cost of treatment will be borne by the community.
Centre to roll out world's first DNA vaccine soon

Govt cuts customs duty on edible oils to check prices during fest

Tomato prices soar to ₹72/kg in metros due to unseasonal rain

Tomato crop will be ready for harvest in around 3-3.5 months after planting and harvesting is done as per the requirement of the market

SC: Some act or omission should be attributed to a person in road accident

Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) is said to have assisted the Haqishan and Jashmeeh groups in training to exploit the crisis and create chaos to expand the terror corridor

90K staffs of ex-Ghanians served in starry Cavaliers

The matter of removing prices of edible oils and checking the prices of the vegetable oil market on diwali would be effective from October 14 and will continue till October 31, 2021. It has been decided that palm olein and crude palm oil will be reduced by 2.5% from 10%, and edible vegetable oil by 3% from 15%. The basic tax on refined edible vegetable oils is being cut to 24.75% from 25%.

In the case of the entire edible vegetable oils, it was decided that these will be reduced by 50 paise per kg in the case of groundnut oil, 1 rupee per kg in the case of soybean oil, and 25 paise per kg in the case of mustard oil.

While the situation is at the worst, the minister said that Bapu first spun Khadi at the place where Khadi was recorded. Therefore, Khadi has always been an important and justiciable part of the Indian Constitution, he said.

Another important act that the minister brought in the budget is imposing a new rate of 7% cess on edible oils. This cess is to be paid by the manufacturer and will be levied on the margin of the market price of the vegetable oil. The cess will be paid by the manufacturer on the basis of the market price of the vegetable oil at the time of manufacturing.

The minister also said that the government has decided to extend the excise duty on edible oil to vegetable oil at the rate of 12%, which was earlier in vegetable oil only.

The minister further said that the government has decided to bring additional excise duty on edible oils like de-oiled, edible, vanaspati, and the like. He said that the government has decided to bring an additional excise duty of 6% on de-oiled and edible vanaspati and 4% on vanaspati, vegetable oil, and other edible oils.

The minister also said that the government has decided to bring an additional excise duty of 6% on de-oiled and edible vanaspati and 4% on vanaspati, vegetable oil, and other edible oils.
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Karunakaran’s daughter Padma, who allegedly betrayed her Cong leader, has been arrested.

**Kochi:** Son of the late K Karunakaran has been arrested for the alleged murder of two women in thrissur district late K Karunakaran has been arrested for the alleged murder of two women in thrissur district.

The Kochi police, acting on a complaint filed by the late leader’s son, arrested Suman Montebhan, who was alleged to have killed his wife and mother-in-law.

The police said that Suman, who had been staying in the city for the past few days, was caught in the act of alleged murder.

He was later produced in court where he was remanded in custody for 14 days.

**Mahe:** The Kerala government has decided to set up a special investigation team (SIT) to probe the death of the former chief minister of the state.

The SIT will be headed by a senior police officer and will comprise members from the police, forensic and other relevant agencies.

The decision was taken at a meeting of the cabinet, chaired by Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan, where the issue was referred to a high-level team.

The team will look into the circumstances surrounding the death of the former CM who passed away on November 5, 2021.

**Kollam:** A special investigation team (SIT) has been constituted to probe the death of former Chief Minister Ruling Kerala.

The SIT will be headed by a senior police officer and will comprise members from the police, forensic and other relevant agencies.
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**Blood and gore**

Kashmiris woken up to fever and chill after two years of silence in the Kashmir Valley

A decade, the golden season of Kashmir that paints the Valley in the shades of Octobers’s fallen leaves, is turning red this season. The rustling of fallen cherry leaves has been overshadowed by the bloodshedding in different parts of the State. Populace is agitating against the killing of local youths. The killings in Srinagar, Budgam, Shopian, Kulgam, Anantnag, Kupwara, Baramulla, Pulwama, and interestingly, in the capital city of Srinagar have set the whole Valley on fire. The anger, frustration, and a desire to get justice have erupted violently across the Valley. The protests, which started with the death of Burhan Wani, have turned into a full-fledged nationwide movement demanding justice for the people of Kashmir. The Indian government has not been able to suppress the protests, and the situation continues to escalate.

Takreem
delivered in the face of minorities, the nonviolent protests in Kashmir have turned violent. The government has suppressed the protests using brutal force, and the situation continues to deteriorate. The insurgent groups have started attacking the security forces, and the situation has become worse. The people of Kashmir are tired of the violence and want peace.

**Soundbite**

VP president 

---

**NOT IN ALL THE LAND**

Situation in the Valley.

---

**ON THE PROTEST**

The Valley is on the brink of a full-fledged insurrection. The government has not been able to suppress the protests, and the situation continues to escalate. The people of Kashmir are tired of the violence and want peace.

---

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**
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Extending innovation to the new laureate

Abdulrazak Gurnah has been grappling with his African identity and how it relates to the histories of migration and colonialism in East Africa

When the Zambian Revolution of 1964 toppled the traditional indigenous empires of Africa, the Western imperialists viewed them as a threat to their imperial power. They had to recklessly destroy them once and for all. The British, the French, the Portuguese, and the Belgians went to the extreme lengths of military force to crush any resistance. The Zambian Revolution was a true reflection of the African people's desire for freedom from colonial rule. They were determined to assert their rights and to create their own destiny. The revolution showed that the African people were capable of overthrowing their colonizers and establishing their own governments. It was a true manifestation of the power of the people and their will to freedom. In the midst of the revolution, the Zambian people were led by the late Mulungu Mwanza, who was a great leader and a symbol of the revolution. His vision and determination inspired the Zambian people to carry on the fight for their freedom. The revolution was a major turning point in the history of Africa and it paved the way for the independence of Zambia and other African countries. It was a important step towards the realization of the African people's dream of freedom and independence.
Memphis and a third employee were fatally shot on Tuesday at a postal facility in Tennessee. The shooting was carried out by a third postal service employee. A post office was blocked by the shooting at the East Lamar West Tennessee city in weeks.

Several thousand armed police for hours afterward. A police officer was injured.

The shooting at the East Lamar post office was one of the many attacks that have occurred in the United States in recent weeks. The attacks have been carried out by various groups, including white supremacists, anti-government extremists, and básico.

Minister S Jaishankar on the need for enhanced cooperation with his Armenian counterpart Ararat Mirzoyan to develop a broad agenda of bilateral talks with his Armenian counterpart Ararat Mirzoyan to develop a broad agenda of bilateral talks. The meeting was held in New Delhi. The two leaders discussed key regional issues and stressed the importance of cooperation in the region.

The meeting came amidst efforts to enhance cooperation between India and Armenia on various issues, including trade, investment, and security. The two leaders also discussed the ongoing situation in Syria and stressed the need for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

The meeting was seen as a positive step towards strengthening ties between India and Armenia. Both countries have a long history of diplomatic and cultural interactions, and the two leaders expressed a desire to take their relationship to the next level.

In response, Armenia’s government announced that it would continue its efforts to improve relations with India. The government also expressed its commitment to work closely with India on issues of mutual interest.

The meeting was held as part of a wider effort to strengthen cooperation between India and other countries in the region. The two countries have a growing number of bilateral agreements and cooperation mechanisms in place, and the two leaders expressed a desire to build on these foundations.

The meeting was also seen as a symbol of the growing importance of the region in global affairs. Both countries have a strategic interest in the region, and the two leaders expressed a desire to work together to address the challenges facing the region.

The meeting was held in New Delhi, the capital of India. The two leaders met in a private setting and exchanged views on a range of issues. They also had an opportunity to discuss the ongoing situation in Syria and the need for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

The meeting was seen as a positive step towards strengthening ties between India and Armenia. The two leaders expressed a desire to take their relationship to the next level and to work together on issues of mutual interest.

The meeting was held in New Delhi, the capital of India. The two leaders met in a private setting and exchanged views on a range of issues. They also had an opportunity to discuss the ongoing situation in Syria and the need for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.
Inflation rises 5.4% from year ago

MATCHING 13-YEAR HIGH

**PTI Roorkee**

CPI rose 5.4 per cent last month, slightly above market expectations, marking a sharp jumping of annual inflation back to the levels last seen in February 2008.

The consumer price index rose 5.3 per cent in September from a year ago, picking up sharply from August’s gain of 3.9 per cent and reaching the levels in June and July, which were the highest since 2008.

Including the volatile food and energy categories, core inflation was at 5.4 per cent in September and 5 per cent in August.


g87/g95/g102/g85/g98/g94/g81/g94/g83/g85/g42/g16/g59/g61/g16/g50/g89/g98/g92/g81

The government has said that the recent increase in prices is the result of higher global prices, disruption in local supply chains due to Covid-19 and tight supply of some goods.

There are signs that food prices are peaking. While supply chain disruptions will continue, they are unlikely to hit the levels seen earlier in the year, said a Ministry of Finance official.

**Urjit Patel**

“While the rise in inflation is partly due to Covid-related supply shocks, we are also seeing some indirect factors at play,” said Urjit Patel, Governor of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).

The central bank had forecasted a moderation in annual retail inflation to 6.3% in the first quarter ending December,购物中心 said.

**BREIFS**

**REAL, REAL, REAL 
DIESEL PRICES ROSE HIGHER 
NEW DELHI: Real, REAL, REAL.

A sharp increase in petrol prices has been observed across the country, with diesel prices also rising for a second consecutive day. The petrol price has crossed Rs 90 per litre in many parts of the country, with diesel prices also reaching Rs 90 per litre in some places.

**RELIANCE BOOSTS GREEN ENERGY PUSH 
MUMBAI: Reliance Power’s Chairman Anil Ambani on Wednesday announced the company’s plan to invest Rs 1.03 trillion over the next 10 years to scale up renewable energy generation capacity to 150 GW.

In recent years, the country has seen a surge in demand for renewable energy, driven by the government’s commitment to achieving net-zero emissions by 2070. Reliance Power is one of the largest power producers in the country and has been a leader in the renewable energy sector.

The company’s plan includes investment in solar, wind, and hydro projects across the country, with a focus on adapting to the changing energy landscape.

**TAKE FUEL WIN CAR COMPETITION 
NEW DELHI: Petrol Retailers Confederation has launched an ‘India Fuel Win Car’ competition for its members, offering a chance to win a brand new car.

The competition is open to all petrol retailers across the country and is aimed at encouraging innovation and best practices in the fuel retail sector. The winner will be chosen through a random draw, and the prize will be announced at a later date.

**Gati Shakti””

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday, August 24, announced the launch of the Gati Shakti program, a major infrastructure initiative aimed at boosting the country’s economy and reducing bottlenecks.

The programme, launched under the theme of ‘India Is Rising’, aims to address the country’s infrastructure bottlenecks and drive inclusive growth.

**Bajaj Finance Ltd**

Bajaj Finance, one of India’s leading non-bank financial institutions, has announced a dividend of Rs 66.25 per share for the financial year 2021-22.

The company, which provides a range of financial services to individuals and small businesses, has consistently provided attractive returns to its shareholders in recent years.

The dividend payout is in line with the company’s strategy to reward its shareholders and to sustain its strong capital position.

**Infosys Q2 Net up 11.9%, raises revenue outlook on strong deal pipeline**

PTI New Delhi

Infosys Q2 net profit up 11.9% with robust revenue growth, the company said on Tuesday.

Infy’s Q2 net profit rose to Rs 5,984 crore, up 11.3% from Rs 5,382 crore in the year-ago period. Revenue rose 12% to Rs 41,544 crore. The company expects revenue growth in the range of 12% to 14% in dollar terms in the current quarter.

**HDFC Bank**

HDFC Bank on Wednesday announced a change in its board of directors, appointing Rajiv Kumar as the non-executive chairman to succeed Aditya Puri, who is retiring after serving as chairman for 18 years.

Kumar, a veteran accountant, has been a non-executive director of the bank since 2015. He has extensive experience in corporate governance, risk management, and strategic planning.

**Cement sector**

Cement prices are expected to remain high in the near term due to ongoing supply disruptions and strong demand. The government has recently announced measures to increase cement production capacity, which may help mitigate the price spike in the long term.

**Auto component sector**

The auto component sector is expected to see strong growth in the coming months, driven by robust demand for vehicles and components.

**IT sector**

The IT sector is expected to see continued growth, driven by strong demand for digital services and cloud computing solutions.

**Retail sector**

The retail sector is expected to see strong growth, driven by rising consumer confidence and increased spending.

**Finance sector**

The finance sector is expected to see strong growth, driven by rising demand for financial products and services.

**Media & entertainment sector**

The media and entertainment sector is expected to see strong growth, driven by rising demand for digital content and streaming services.

**Real estate sector**

The real estate sector is expected to see strong growth, driven by rising demand for residential and commercial properties.

**Travel & tourism sector**

The travel and tourism sector is expected to see strong growth, driven by rising demand for travel and leisure activities.
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Kolkata Knight Riders reached for the second win in the three-match series against Royal Challengers Bangalore on Tuesday, with 19 runs to spare. Having won the coin toss and opting to field, RCB could not get the desired result against KKR as the home team managed to score 169/6 in their 20 overs.

Kolkata Knight Riders started off with a solid 50-run opening partnership between Tim David and Shubman Gill, with the latter scoring his half century off just 37 balls. Gill was eventually run out for 60 in the 11th over.

RCB’s bowling effort was disappointing as they could not get a wicket for almost 10 overs. Apart from Gill, no other KKR batter scored more than 20 runs.

Kolkata Knight Riders have now won two out of three matches against Royal Challengers Bangalore in the three-match series.

---

**DC set 136-run target for KKR in 2nd IPL Qualifier**

Delhi Capitals set a target of 136 runs for Kolkata Knight Riders in the 2nd IPL Qualifier match at Chepauk.

Delhi Capitals won the toss and opted to bat in the Qualifier II match. They posted 136/6 after losing their last two wickets for just 21 runs.

Kolkata Knight Riders will now have to bat against a strong Delhi Capitals bowling attack to set a target in the Qualifier II match. The home team has been in good form in the recent matches and will be looking to extend their winning run.

---

**MANDEL KiNG**

**BCCI extends date for buying ITT for new IPL teams**

The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) has further extended the deadline for the purchase of the "Invitation to Tender" (ITT) document for the two new Indian Premier League (IPL) teams — which will be added from the "Tender" (ITT) document for the two new teams set to be added for the 2022 season to October 20, 2021.

A statement issued by the BCCI said that interested parties can purchase the ITT document on receipt of payment of the "non-refundable tender fee" of Rs 10 lakh plus any applicable Goods and Services Tax. All other terms contained in the invitation document shall be applicable.

The BCCI’s ITT Governing Council had on August 4 decided on August 4 to extend the dates for the two new IPL teams for the 2022 season.

---

**SINGLES**

**FAISA PUNISHMENT FOR CRUNCH UNDERTAKERS**

India’s Davis Cup team has been suspended for around 20 minutes. Karol Swiderski (Poland) harangued a visiting fan making “racially aggressive” comments near a steward.

Maehle’s second-half goal — came at the 58th minute of the game, creating a 1-0 lead for Denmark. The Blue Lions have added another point to their collection, but they’re still bottom of the group with three games left.

---

**Kingdom’s first win will be an emotional one for the football fans in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The All-India Senior Team, which is comprised of players from all domestic teams, will be unveiled on October 24 in India.

---

**Amir Khan vs Prince Philip: One-on-One Combat**

Amir Khan and Prince Philip held a one-on-one combat session to promote the match between England and Denmark. The match is scheduled to be held in Copenhagen on October 26, 2021.

---

**Ronaldos name opted by DC, hat trick qualifies for World Cup**

Delhi Capitals have opted Ronaldo’s name as their captain in the 2nd IPL Qualifier match. The home team won by 19 runs against Kolkata Knight Riders, with 136/6 as the target.

---

**Fan-inspired Team India jersey for T20 World Cup unveiled**

India’s T20 World Cup campaign on October 24 against Pakistan.
राजीव युवा मितान क्लब

- ग्राम पंचायतों तथा नगरीय निकायों में 13,269 क्लबों का गठन
- प्रत्येक क्लब को प्रति वर्ष 1 लाख रू. का अनुदान
- रचनात्मक सामाजिक-सांस्कृतिक व सेवा भावना से होंगे ओतप्रोट

छत्तीसगढ़ में युवाओं को रचनात्मक योगदान हेतु प्रेरित करने के लिए 13,269 क्लबों का गठन एक ऐतिहासिक कदम सिद्ध होगा। नवा छत्तीसगढ़ गढ़ने में युवा ऊर्जा की बड़ी भूमिका सुनिश्चित की जाएगी। वहीं युवाओं के न्याय और सशक्तिकरण की दिशा में यह क्लब बड़ी भूमिका निभाएगे।

- श्रीपेश बघेल, कुलपति, छत्तीसगढ़